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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Aqueous micellar solutions have shown utility in a vast array of
chemical applications.

The amphiphilic structure of the normal phase

micelle,

hydrophobic

providing

a

center,

has

enabled

both

the

solubilization of water insoluble molecules and partitioning of water
soluble molecules in a micelle solution. This basic feature of the micelle
has been exploited in several areas of analytical chemistry such as
titrations,

absorption

and

luminescence

spectroscopy,

chemical

separations and electrochemistry.'^

Other less common applications of

surfactant

in

molecules

have

been

the

investigation

of

surface

interactions, thin film studies, drug delivery systems, solar energy
conversion and bi-layer lipid modeling.'*-^ In the present study, the role of
the counter-ion surrounding the formed micelle in solution is studied by
conductometry
admittance

and

admittance

spectroscopy

are

spectroscopy.

electrochemical

Conductometry
techniques

and

employing

modulated electrical signals of low frequencies and yield information
regarding the bulk electrical properties and, implicitly, the microscopic
dynamics of the material in an electric field.

Formation of the Aqueous Dodecyl Sulfate Anionic Micelle
Surfactants, as impUed above, are amphiphilic molecules composed
of a hydrophobic portion and a charged or polar portion.

The dodecyl

sulfate micelle is formed fi:x)m the anionic dodecyl sulfate monomer.

As

shown in Figure 1.1, the dodecyl monomer unit consists of a twelve
member hydrocarbon chain having a negatively charged sulfate group at
the end. The monomer units are introduced to the aqueous media as a
solid salt where, in the present study, the cation is sodium or lithium.
Upon dissolution into a polar media, such as water, the

surfactant

monomers will orient themselves so as to produce a micro-structure
whereby the non-polar tails of several molecules are directed inward
toward the center of the structure and the polar ends of the molecules are
directed outward. The resulting structure, called a micelle, is believed to
be a disorganized sphere composed of several surfactant molecules having
a hydrophilic outer surface and a hydrophobic center.^^

A cartoon

representation of the dodecyl micelle is shown in Figure 1.2.

Such

micelles are said to be normal phase micelles as they are constructed in a
polar solvent.

In contrast, a reversed phase micelle would consist of a

non-polar surface and a polar center. A micelle of the reversed phase sort
would only exist in a non-polar solvent.
The formation of normal phase micelles in aqueous solutions is
believed to be dependent upon three basic driving forces;* hydrophobic
repulsion between the hydrophobic portion of the monomer unit (typically
a large hydrocarbon tail) and the polar aqueous environment, charge
repulsion between adjacent polar head groups and finally, van der Waals
attraction between the alkyl chains of the hydrophobic tails of adjacent
monomer units.^ The structure and behavior of normal miceUar species is
highly dependent upon the charge environment in which the micelle
resides.

Beginning with a dilute solution (< 0.001 M), the dodecyl monomer
units will exist nearly independently, having little or no interaction with
each other such that no micelle structures will form. As the concentration
of the monomer units increase, they gradually begin to experience the
aforementioned forces that lead to micelle formation.

Once a sufficient

concentration of the monomer units is attained, spontaneous formation of
the micelle structure occurs.

This monomer concentration value is

referred to as the critical micelle concentration (CMC). A typical dodecyl
sulfate micelle will contain approximately 60 individual monomer units as
a disorganized structure, mentioned earlier as a cartoon illustration in
Figure 1.2. The micelle is a dynamic structure in that the monomer units
are constantly leaving the structure to the bulk solution while other
monomer units are replacing the remaining vacancies.
The

attraction

between

the

micelle

and

the

counter-ion

is

electrostatic in nature and a double charge layer composed of negative
sulfate groups and positive counter-ions is formed about the micelle. In
this case the counter-ion and micelle form a diffuse double layer structure
where the cations are not specifically absorbed to the anionic head groups
but collect near the head groups through electrostatic interactions. In the
present study it is shown that the physical nature and concentration of
the counter-ion (either sodium or lithium), which is released from the
solid monomer salt upon dissolution in water, has a large effect upon the
electrical conducting properties of the bulk micelle solution due to the
electrostatic interactions between the counter-ion and the micelle.

In

addition, the conducting properties of the bulk micelle solution is observed

to change over a large concentration range of the counter-ion.

In other

words the bulk electrical properties are a function of both the counter-ion
identity and concentration. A measurement of the bulk admittance can
lead

to

an

insight

about

the

counter-ion

effects

by

performing

conductometric and susceptance analysis of dodecyl sulfate

micelle

solutions with sodium and lithium counter-ions present at

various

concentrations.

The Counter-ion Laver Around the Micelle
The double layer surrounding the dodecyl sulfate

micelle is

composed of the negative charge on the sulfate head groups and the
counter cations. One may think of the counter cation in a micelle solution
as being subjected to opposing forces. The first is the force of solvation, as
described below, which tends to pull the ion into the bulk as a hydrated
ion.

The second force is the electrostatic attraction to the negatively

charged micelle which tends to pull the hydrated ion from the bulk and in
direct contact with the micelle. The extent to which a counter-ion layer
may form around the micelle is dependent upon the ease with which the
counter cation can have electrostatic interaction with the micelle surface.
The ability for a counter-ion to electrostatically bind to the micelle surface
depends on the extent of solvation and the surface charge density (charge
to surface area ratio) of the ion. Counter-ions near the micelle surface can
form a Stern layer of hydrated ions that are fixed in position around the
micelle.*

The Hydration I^yer
In dilute solutions, both cations and anions have several solvation
shells consisting of solvent molecules interacting directly with the ions
themselves.^0

For cations in aqueous solution,

a polarization

or

electrostatic attraction between the partially negative oxygen atom in the
water molecule and the cation itself will form a hydration layer composed
of several water molecules about the cation. The extent of the interaction
between the water molecule and the cation depends upon the distance
between the two species and the charge density of the cation.
In the case of dilute solutions, the hydrated ion may be described as
having three layers of solvent molecules^^ as depicted in Figure 1.3.
There exists a primary solvation shell closest to the cation (region a)
where the water molecules are in direct contact with the ion and are not
labile. In region b, the solvent molecules are influenced by the electric
field but are blocked from direct interaction and are free to move about in
the general vicinity of the cation. As the distance from the locus of the ion
increases, the electric field decreases and, consequently so does the
interaction of water molecules with the ion.

Region c denotes a

disorganized layer of solvent molecules weakly held in the vicinity of the
cation

by a small electrostatic

field.

Region c represents

some

intermediate disorder between the secondary layer and the bulk solvent is
labeled Region d.
The number of water molecules that comprise the hydration layer is
dependent on the strength of the electric field and the concentration of the
ion. In the case of lithium, the positive charge is distributed over a

D

relatively small area. Consequently, a higher electric field will exist near
the lithium cation as compared to the much larger sodium cation that has
a smaller charge to surface area ratio. Nearby water molecules will be
subjected to a stronger electric field in the lithium case than with sodium;
hence, a larger and more tightly held hydration layer will exist about the
lithium cation since the electric field is strong enough to hold more water
molecules in the secondary solvation layer. Solvation numbers have been
calculated

by

several

authors

and,

in

general,

lithium

holds

approximately 1.5 as many water molecules as sodium.^ •"

The Double Laver at the Electrode/Electrolyte Interface
A detailed discussion of the electrical double layer may be found in
most textbooks of electrochemistry, i^'- At the interface region between
the charged metal electrode and the micelle (an electrolyte) solution,
charge neutrality is accomplished by a layer of counter-ions from the bulk
solution absorbing to the surface of the charged electrode. The surface
charge on the electrode generated by the applied potential and the layer
of ions absorbed to the surface are collectively referred to as the electrical
double layer. The solution side of the double layer is actually made up of
several layers of ions from the bulk solution.
The primary inner layer of ions, referred to as specifically absorbed
ions, are bound to the electrode surface.

The interaction between the

specifically absorbed ions and the surface is strong enough to strip the
ions from most of their hydration layer and immobilize them onto the
surface. An ion may only become specifically absorbed to the surface if it

(^

can shed a portion of the hydration layer and exist as a partially solvated
ion at the surface. The inner layer of ions is commonly referred to as the
Helmholtz or S t e m layer. The distance from the locus of the specifically
absorbed ions to the electrode surface is referred

to as the

inner

Helmholtz plane (IHP).
A second layer of hydrated ions are in the vicinity of the specifically
absorbed ions and are free to move about. Because the hydrated ions are
mobile they are referred to as nonspecifically absorbed ions. The distance
from the locus of the closest nonspecifically absorbed ions to the edge of
the IHP is referred to as the outer Helmholtz plane (OHP).

The

concentration of the nonspecifically absorbed ions decreases exponentially
from the region near the IHP outward to the bulk solution and is referred
to as the diffuse layer.

A pictorial description of the electrical double

layer is shown in Figure 1.4.
Note that the interactions between the nonspecifically absorbed
ions and the metal electrode surface are long range electrostatic forces
and, therefore; the interaction is independent of the chemical or physical
nature of the ion. The strength of this interaction is dependent upon the
physical

nature

of

the

ions

themselves.

For

example

at

low

concentrations (>mM) a cation such as lithium, having a large charge to
surface ratio will have a tighter and more strongly held hydration layer,
making the double layer formation more difficult than would a cation
having a smaller charge to surface ratio such as sodium.

However, at

higher concentrations there may not be enough water molecules to

properly shield the cation from the electric field of the electrode .-urface;
therefore, and it may more easily approach the electrode surface.
The electrical double layer resembles a parallel-plate capacitor.
The charge on the capacitor is directly proportional to the voltage drop
across the plates and is given by
q = CV.

(1.1)

The total capacitance, Ct, of the double layer is the sum of the capacitance
from the IHP and the OHP and is given by
1
1
1

C
^t

c

^ IKP

+ -c

.

(1.2)

^OHP

The capacitance within the inner Helmholtz plane is analogous to a
parallel-plate capacitor and CIHP is given as
8

Cr^=ir^47id

(1-3)

where d is the distance between the plates and z is the dielectric constant.

Using Admittance Spectroscopy to Study Micellar Solutions
Admittance spectroscopy is a powerful method of characterizing
many electrical properties of bulk materials and the interface region
between the material and the electrodes used to facilitate the electrical
stimulus.'^-'6

It may also be used to study the dynamics of bound and

mobile charge in bulk material as well as within the interfacial regions.
Indeed, previous studies of colloid solutions have been carried out using
admittance

spectroscopy.*''**

One

should

note

that

impedance

spectroscopy is often used in many areas of electrochemical analysis.
Impedance is simply the inverse of admittance.

In this study, the mobile charge carriers are the free micelle speciealong with counter-ions in the bulk solution. The bound charge is
composed of counter-ions from the bulk solution and forms the electrical
double layer at the electrode/electrolyte

interface.

In the

typical

admittance spectroscopy experiment, electrical energy is applied

as a

voltage whereby the frequency of the applied potential is modulated
(typical admittance frequency ranges are between 1 MHz to several MHz).
The observed admittance response will be dependent upon the physical
nature of the charged species in the bulk solution and in the interface
region.

With the aid of an appropriate equivalent circuit model, the

components of the measured admittance as a function of frequency may
provide insight as to which components in the circuit model, and hence,
which

corresponding

components

in

the

experimental

cell,

are

contributing to the overall cell admittance. An equivalent circuit model i>
used since a circuit correctly composed of appropriate resistors and
capacitors should pass alternating current with the same amplitude and
phase angle as the electrochemical cell. The significance of the fi*equency
dependence lies in the characteristics of the charge carriers as the electric
signal is conducted through the ceU components (the double layer and the
bulk micelle solution).

Thus far, only two contributions to the overall

admittance have been mentioned, namely, the bulk solution and the
double layer. A third contribution to the overall electrical response of the
cell primarily originates from the connections used to construct the cell
and the measuring instrument itself

This contribution will manifest

itself as electrical inductance and is independent of the

chemical

phenomena occurring within the cell but has an overall value dependent
upon the frequency of the applied electrical signal.
The entire cell consists of the wiring and cable used in the
instrument, the electrodes and the micelle solution as shown in Figure
1.5a. A corresponding equivalent circuit model, developed by Ghowsi et
al.y*^^ for the physical cell is shown in Figure 1.5b where each of the
impedance elements may be written in series. The total impedance. Z. of
the equivalent circuit may be written in the frequency domain as

Z = R + jo)L +

(1.4a)
jcoC

Z = R + jcoL-—
coC

(1.4b)

where co is the angular frequency of the applied signal. R is the resistance
of the electrolyte, L is the inductance of the wiring connecting the
electrodes to the instrument, C is the double layer capacitance modeled as
a capacitor and j = v ^ .
In equations 1.4a and 1.4b the double layer capacitance is treated
as a single capacitor.

In real electrochemical systems the double layer

behavior is characteristic of a complex combination of capacitors and
resistors.

This aspect of the double layer, first proposed by Warburg.-*

may be modeled as a Constant Phase Element (CPE) as illustrated in
Figure 1.5b.

The Warburg impedance is given as A (jo)'*' where 4^ is a

constant, without dimension, that may var\' between 0 and 1. When T=0

10

the CPE behaves as a pure resistor and A,=R<ij where Rdi i.- the resistance
of the double layer.

When 4^=1 the CPE behaves as a pure capacitor

where Ao=C. Note in Figure 1.5 that an inductor element is used to model
the cables and wires in the cell and a resistor is used to model the bulk
electrolyte solution.

In addition, note that two inductive elements and

two capacitive elements would be present for both double layers and both
wires. However, the two CPE values and inductor values may be written
as single circuit elements in the equivalent series circuit model.
Substituting

the

Warburg

impedance

for

the

double

layer

capacitance, the impedance of the total cell may then be written as

Z = R + jcoL + —^^;^
Jco^A

(1.5)

which may be further written as

Z=R-i-jcoL +

r

n^

(

^
A ( o ^ ( a + jp)
o

(1.6)

71

where a = cos T— and B = sin 4^ ^ , .
V 2/
\ 2)
Equation 1.6 illustrates that the impedance of the double layer has an
imaginary

and

real

component.

The

real

component

physicallv

corresponds to resistance and the imaginaiy component corresponds to
capacitance.
The admittance is simply the inverse of impedance and is given by

11

(1.7)

Y = — = AoO
Z

(n^jm)

where n = Ac,co'*'a + l
and m = AoRo^p + LAoO)*"*''V + LA.()<'*""p.

Collecting the real and imaginary components the admittance may be
written as
(1.8a)

Y = G-FJB
where the conductance. G = A o '' —,— -~(n' -i-m')
1 1
^ (Pn + am)
and the susceptance. B = Aoco — ;
^—.
(n' + m')

(1.8b)
(1.8c)

Both conductance and susceptance have units of Siemens. S. and S = ^
Using equations 1.8b and 1.8c, a plot of B vs. G for several phase
constants is illustrated in Figure 1.6. The ideal admittance spectra will
be shaped as a perfect circle when 4^ = 1-

For this case, the Warburg

impedance is a pure capacitor. As the conductance approaches zero, the
region of the plot where the susceptance is positive (the top half of the
circle) deviates from a perfect circle. Note also that the center of the circle
tends to dip below the origin.

Anomalies in the cell sue h as electrode

roughness would disrupt the double layer formation on the electrode
surface. They are referred to as dispersions in the admittance spectra and
cause the top region of the B versus G plot to take an elliptical shape.
In a hypothetical admittance experiment where there are no
distributed elements and the circuit elements behave as perfect resistors

i:

and capacitors, the system will have a single relaxation time at a .-inLde
frequency whose values depend on the capacitance value of the double
layer. A real system having distributed elements such as imperfections
on the electrode surface or other contributions of capacitance from the
physical geometry of the cell will exhibit relaxation times distributed
around a mean.

When the center of an experimental arc is displaced

below the real axis because of the presence of distributed elements in the
material-electrode system, one may measure an angle, G, that measures
this displacement.

The magnitude of 0 is related to the width of the

relaxation time distribution of the system. In general a larger value of 8,
indicating a larger relaxation distribution, would indicate more nonhomogeneity in the double layer. The values of 9 and T can be estimated
from the admittance plot using the illustration in Figure 1.7. The center
of the arc can be estimated by drawing several lines perpendicular to the
arc tangents and taking their intersections as the center. The depression
can be measured and 6 can be found. Once 0 is known then

T=l

20

(1.9)

71

Using Conductometry to Study Micellar Solutions
Conductometry has found use in many applications such as ionic
radius and charge number measurements and also as detectors in
separation science.^-'^'^-^s The conductometric cell studied here employed
two platinized platinum electrodes with aqueous sodium dodecyl sulfate

(SDS) and lithium dodecyl sulfate (LDS) s e n i n g as the supporting
medium. The conductometric cell is a non-Faradaic cell. In an ideal nonr a r a d a i c cell there are no electron transfer processes occurring at the
electrode/electrolyte

interface.

From

equation

1.4b

the

capacitive

contribution to the impedance can be seen to be inversely proportional to
the angular frequency whereas the inductance contribution is directly
proportional to the angular frequency.

The resonance frequency. frc«. is

the value of co where the capacitance and the inductance values are equal
in magnitude and cancel. The total impedance at the resonance frequency
is strictly due to the bulk resistance.

Incorporating the

Warburg

impedance parameter, the frequency where the total susceptance of the
admittance is zero is the resonance frequency.

The admittance, at the

resonance frequency may be written as

^(B=0) — ^

—

_1_
R^

(1.10)

where Rt = R + AoCo '^'a .

Rt is the total resistance composed of the bulk resistance and the double
layer resistance where the double layer resistance is described with a
Warburg expression. The resonance frequency may be found by setting
the inductance component equal to the capacitive component, A . from
equations 1.8a-1.8c. When this is done

14

coL =

p
f ' / „ 2 . o2
AoO)^(a'
+P')

(1.11)

, 02
where a 2 -i-p^
= ].

Substituting w = 27rf into equation 1.11 and solving for the resonance
frequency

1^
Ires —

p v'''-'>

271/ VAO>

(1.12)

A plot of G versus log frequency using equations 1.8b and l.cSc for
several phase constants has been plotted in Figure 1.8. The resonance
frequency occurs where the conductance, G, is maximum. Note in Figure
1.8 that the maximum conductance value decreases as 4^ approaches
zero. Recall that when T equals zero the CPE behaves purely as a
resistor and the total conductance is minimized.

15

(SO).

Figure 1.1. A typical dodecyl sulfate anionic monomer unit.

Figure 1.2. A simple representation of a typical dodecyl sulfate anionic
micelle. The negatively charged sulfate head groups are denoted with
circles and the hydrocarbon tails are denoted with lines.

10

Figure 1.3. A schematic representation of a hydrated cation (+). Nonlabile water molecules comprise the primary solvation shell (a), the
secondary solvation shell is labeled (b) and disorganized labile water
molecules comprise region (c). The bulk solvent is labeled (d).

Specifically .Absorbed Ion

Hvdrated Ions

Diffuse Bulk
I.aver

IHP OHP
Figure 1.4. A schematic of the electrical double layer structure.
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Wiring
(a)
Electrolyte
EJectrcxles

-)M/W\r
CPE

(b)

R

Figure 1.5a. A simple representation of the experimental configuration
used in this study. Figure 1.5b is an equivalent circuit where the wiring
is modeled as an inductor, the electrodes and double layer are modeled as
an imperfect capacitor with a constant phase element (CPE) and the
electrolyte solution is modeled as a resistor.

'-'•^^•^

0.5

in
O
-*—»
CU

o

-0.5

Conductance (S)
Figure 1.6. A plot of susceptance (B) versus conductance (G) for a
hjrpothetical RLC circuit shown in Figure 1.5. The Warburg impedance.
Ao, is assigned a value of IxlO-^, L is 1.5x10^ H and R is 1 Q.
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(t>

T=l-24);i

Y(Re)
Depressed Center

Figure 1.7. An admittance spectra that has a depressed center by an
angle, 0, and a Warburg constant, T.

1.0

c
C
O

0.0

10'

Frequency (Hz)

10^

Figure 1.8. A plot of G versus log frequency using equations 1.5b and l.lc
for several phase constants. The values for the Warburg impedance. R
and L are the same as those used to construct Figure 1.6.
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C R \ P T E R II
EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION AND
MEASUREMENT PROCEDURES

Chemical Reagents and Solutions
The dodecyl sulfate salts were obtained from Sigma Chemical with
no purification. The purity of the lithium dodecyl sulfate (LDS) salt was
approximately 99% while that of the sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) wa>
98%.

Solutions employing chloride salts were prepared using xxlium

chloride, approximately 99%, from EM Scientific and lithium chloride,
99.3%, from Sigma Chemical. Stock solutions were prepared from which
the solutions to be analyzed were subsequently prepared by appropriate
dilution to yield the desired concentration. The solids were weighed to the
nearest 0.001 g and placed in glass volumetric flasks. The contents of the
flasks were diluted to the mark using deionized water that was allowed to
equilibrate with the atmosphere and stored in a glass carboy.
The solutions to be analyzed were extracted from the stock solution
volumetric flasks using Rainin Pipetman adjustable digital microliter
pipettes into 50 ml volumetric flasks and diluted to the mark.

Instrumentation and Experimental Conditions
The admittance spectra were generated using a Hewlett Packard
4284A LCR meter with a working frequency range from 20 Hz to 1 MHz.
A block diagram of the experimental configuration is shown in Figure 2.1.
An A C . square wave potential of 0.100 V with no bias was applied to the

21

cell and digital data was manually recorded as displayed by the
instrument in the long integration mode. The integration time in the long
mode ranged from 820 ms to 1040 ms. The value was a default setting in
the instrument, dependent on the fi:^quency of the signal.
The electrode consisted of two flat platinized platinum electrodes
having dimensions of 1.5 cm by 1.0 cm and a gap distance of 1.5 mm. The
cell constant, k. is calculated as a normalization factor for the dimensions
of the electrodes and is given by
k=

(2.1)

A

where d is the distance between the electrodes and A is the area of the
electrode. Substituting the dimensions for the electrode given above into
Equation 2.1. one obtains a value of 0.1 cm ' for the cell constant.
One electrode was connected to the outer conductor of a coaxial
cable and the other electrode was connected to the inner conductor of the
coaxial cable.

The coaxial cable connected to the HP 4284A was

approximately 1.5 meters in length. The HP 4284A spectrum analyzer is
connected to the coaxial lead through a four-terminal pair configuration.
In this configuration, one electrode is connected to terminals labeled Hcur
(High current) and Hpot (High potential) and the other electrode is
connected to terminals labeled L.ur (Low current) and Lp t (Low potential).
The purpose of the four-terminal configuration is to avoid mutual
inductance, interference of the measurement and any other unwanted
residual factors as a result of connection artifacts.
configuration
measurements.

The four-terminal

has an advantage in both low and high

impedance

Ideally employing a coaxial cable for each lead, no

-)"»

external magnetic fields are generated around the conductors since
current is equal and in opposite directions in the coaxial lead cable;
therefore, no mutual inductance from the coaxial lead is contributed to
the measured signal. To fully take advantage of this feature, the outside
and inside conductors in the coaxial lead cable must connect as close to
the sample cell as possible. The present configuration would be improved
if a coaxial cable is employed for each electrode.

Blank Determination Using Water
Blank conductance and susceptance measurements were made with
only water in the sample cell to ensure constant response of the electrode
system. All measurements were made at room temperature (23.5 - 25 C).
The

results

of these

measurements

are

shown

at

representatue

frequencies in Table 2.1. All values of conductance were found to be at
least three orders of magnitude below the values measured for the micelle
solutions.

Considering the preliminary manner of data collection, two

points must be made. First, this small contribution to conductance from
the blank was not subtracted from the measured conductance of the
samples which were at least two orders of magnitude above the blank
values. Second, the susceptance values of the blank were also found to be
negligible, except at high frequencies where instrumental inductance
makes a larger contribution to the overall admittance of the cell.
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Figure 2.1. Experimental Configuration of the Spectrum Analyzer. The cell
constant is calculated to be 0.1 cm ' by substituting the electrode dimensions
into Equation 2.1,

Table 2.1. Conductance and Susceptance Values for Water as a Function
of Frequency.

Frequency (Hz)

Conductance (fiS)*

%RSD(^.

Su.^cvptance ().uS)'

%RSl)i

100

12.39

17.31

0.12

4.26

1000

12.44

17.23

0.98

0.59

10000

12.69

16.86

9.24

0.22

100000

14.67

14.27

88.65

0.20

1000000

28.68

6.52

862.14

0.26

* Denotes an average of 4 values. RSD is the relative standard
deviation given by
°oRSD = \—\x\00

where a is the sample standard deviation and |i is the sample
mean.
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CHAPTER III
CONDUCTOMETRY AND ADMITT.AN'CE SPECTROSCOPY
OF SOLUTIONS OF SODIUM DODECYL SULFATE AND
LITHIUM DODECYL SULFATE

In this chapter conductometric results are presented and discussed
on the basis of counter-ion and hydration layer concepts that have been
previously introduced.

In addition, the determination of the critical

micelle

CMC,

concentration,

is

made

based

upon

the

maximum

conductance values that occur at the resonance frequency of the cell.
Dispersion is noted in the admittance plots; and this phenomenon is also
discussed based on the roles that counter-ions and their hydration layers
play.
Conductometry and Critical Micelle Formation of Sodium
Dodecyl Sulfate and Lithium Dodecyl Sulfate
Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) is readily available and is easy to use
in experiment.

As a consequence of this, it has been studied in great

detail by many authors employing several methods.' '"''-'

Of particular

interest in this study is the role that the counter-ion plays on the CMC.
The CMC has been identified as a single value determined experimentally
by various methods for several micelle species.- ^-^^ 35 jjj ^\^Q present work,
it will be shown that the CMC occurs over a range.

Further, it will be

shown that the concentration range over which micelle formation occurs is
a function of the counter-ion in the micelle solution by comparing micelle
formation of SDS and lithium dodecvl sulfate (LDS).

Figure 3.1 illustrates the observation that the SDS .solutions have a
higher conductance value at the resonance frequency (approximately 10
kHz) than do LDS solutions in the limit of high concentrations (0.550.6M).

It is not presently clear, based solely on the experimental data

presented in Figure 3.1, why SDS has a higher conductivity than LDS.
However, based on the work of other investigators two

plausible

hypotheses are presented.^o " '^ First, at higher concentrations, there are
not many water molecules available to fully hydrate the cations and
micelles in solution.

This condition favors electrostatic interactions

between cations and micelles since enough water molecules are not
present to completely shield the cations from electrostatic interactions
with the micelle.

At a concentration of 0.55M, there are roughly 100

water molecules for each cation and anionic monomer. However, Lu. et
al.-^^ determined, by neutron reflection, that seven water molecules are in
the vicinity of each head group of a SDS micelle and eight for a LDS
micelle.

If this is the case, then there are only 92 water molecules

remaining to serve in the bulk, hydrate a single cation and maintain an
independent monomer in solution.

It has been well established that

lithium cations are smaller than sodium cations and have a stronger
electrostatic field and, consequently the hydration layer in lithium has
been determined to be about 1.5 times larger than sodium.•• At these high
concentrations, the electrostatic force between lithium and the anionic
monomer is not well shielded and there is enhanced interaction between
the micelle and the lithium cation. Consequently, the effective micellar
size is larger in the lithium solutions than in the sodium solutions. Since
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the effective size is larger in LDS, the electric mobility is smaller and the
conductance is lower. In the SDS solution there are sodium cations that
surround the micelle as well, but the size of the .^odium cation is larger
and the electrostatic field is smaller than in the LDS solution. As a result
of this, the electrostatic force between the sodium ions and the micelle is
smaller; therefore, the effective size of the micelle is smaller since it does
not have to carry a large counter-ion layer with it as it responds to the
applied electric field. Thus, the SDS micelle has a higher conductance.
A second, and possibly related hypothesis for the observed lower
LDS conductivity in the 0.55 M to 0.60 M range is that the actual shape of
the micelle structure is changing.

In a similar study, Mandal et al.^*'

demonstrated, by conductivity, that a shape change in the anionic
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) micelle can be induced with an
additive incorporated into the solution. The shape change observed in the
work by Mandel et al. is identical to the shape change observed at higher
cetyltrimethylammonium
solutions.

monomer

concentrations

of

pure

CTAB

Furthermore, cetyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTAC) does

not undergo a shape change indicating that micelle formation and shape
is a function of the counter ion at high concentrations.
Figure 3.2 illustrates, in the region of lower concentrations, the
lithium based micelle solutions have a larger conductance than the
sodium based micelles solutions, indicating that the LDS micelles are
smaller than the SDS micelles. This result is consistent with other direct
techniques aimed at elucidating micellar size. For example. Abuin and
Lissi'"' used an infrared active probe technique to determine that there is
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a larger quantity of water present on or near the LDS micelle surface
than in the SDS micelle. This result would indicate that the lithium
counter-ions have a larger interaction with the diffuse counter-layer or
the bulk.

A lower SDS and LDS concentrations, there are more water

molecules available to fully hydrate the cations and micelles. In this case,
the lithium cation is more extensively hydrated than the sodium cation.
When this occurs, there are very few lithium cations that can form a
counter layer around the micelle. The result is that the micelle in the
LDS solutions are primarily hydrated with little or no cations nearby. In
contrast, sodium cations are less hydrated since they have a lower electric
field and they have a larger interaction with the micelle surface.

In

addition to the reduced counter-ion layer around the LDS micelle, the
LDS aggregate is also smaller.^^

Most authors agree that a positive

charge near the negative micelle surface will neutralize the surface
By the method of conductometry, a plot of conductance as a
function of concentration is constructed and the CMC is determined at the
monomer concentration corresponding to a sharp break in conductance as
illustrated in Figure 3.3. Note that two distinct regions exist and the
sharp change in slope would be the point of interest. It would appear that
the CMC for both SDS and LDS occur at a single value of about 8 mM
which is in agreement with other authors.

However, upon closer

inspection of the immediate region surrounding the supposed CMC value
confirms that a distinct change in conductance does not exist; making the
evaluation of the CMC value difficult to determine. This observation is
illustrated in Figure 3.4 which shows the resonance conductance values
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for SDS and LDS solutions over 0.001 to 0.05 M. Based upon this study it
IS observed that micelle formation does not instantaneously occur at a
single monomer concentration value, but occurs over a concentration
range.

Certainly, this non-distinct formation of micelle structures has

been observed by other authors.-^* From the change in the slope in the
conductance plot in Figure 3.3 the CMC is estimated to be about 8 mM for
both SDS and LDS.
The above results are not in total agreement with literature that
reports single CMC values. The CMC of SDS has been determined to be
lower than that to be lower than that of LDS.^' ^2 There are two sources of
error in the present study which do not permit CMC determination more
accurate than 8 mM. The first lies in the relatively small number of data
points around the CMC.

It is very difficult to determine CMC over a

small concentration range with only 5 points.

Second, since data

collection was done manually it is very difficult to compute and filter out
noise.
Conductometry and Critical Micelle Formation of SDS
and LDS in the Presence of Background Electrolyte
Micelle formation was determined for SDS and LDS in the presence
of their respective background electrolytes; 0.009 M NaCl in SDS and
0.009 M LiCl in LDS. Figure 3.5 below illustrates the conductance as a
function of SDS and LDS monomer concentration over the critical micelle
region for these solutions.

Micelle formation of SDS and LDS in the

presence of background electrolytes clearly occurs at lower concentrations
than the pure solutions.

The overall change in conductance from the

2^)

initial concentration of monomer units until the plot begins to level off"
occurs nearly over the same concentration range for both SDS and LDS
solutions.

As a first approximation, the SDS plot in Figure 3.5 appears

to approach a constant slope at about 4 mM while the LDS plot
approaches a constant slope around 5 or 6 mM. This would be consistent
with other investigations in that the LDS micelles have a higher CMC
value.'1'- However, it is not possible to confirm this with the present data
and further investigations would be required to substantiate the counterion effect on CMC. The physical interpretation here is that the addition of
salt to the micelle medium lowers the CMC but the current experimental
methodology does not resolve counter-ion effects in micelle formation.
Admittance Spectroscopy of Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate
and Lithium Dodecyl Sulfate
In the ideal case, a plot of the components of admittance,
susceptance versus conductance should yield a circular plot.

Any

deviation from a perfect circle arises from dispersed elements within the
solution. Using the method outlined in Chapter I, the values of 0 and T
can be found from Figures 3.6-3.8 for each concentration of SDS and LDS
at higher concentrations. The results of this analysis is summarized in
Table 3.1. Note that the 4^ values for the SDS and LDS solutions are yenclose. However, these preliminary results indicate that the 0 values for
SDS are slightly higher at 0.55M and 0.60M. In the present experiment,
increased 0 and decreased 4^ values indicate that the sample cell does not
behave as a perfect RLC circuit.

Presently, this is interpreted as an

incomplete or a poorly defined double layer at the electrode/solution
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interface.

From the previous discussion on CMC formation, it may be

recalled that at higher concentrations there is an inadequate supply of
water molecules to properly hydrate the cations.

Under this condition,

the electric field around a cation cannot fully be shielded by water
molecules. Since the cation has less surrounding water molecules, it can
easily approach the electrode. It is postulated that the lithium cations,
with a larger electric field, more easily approach the electrode in the OHP
and can form a more well defined double layer. In addition, lithium
cations in this environment will also have strong electrostatic interactions
with the micelles in the bulk.
Conversely, the lower electric field on the sodium cation does not
permit a well defined double layer structure to form on the electrode
interface. An incomplete or dispersed double layer structure will behave
electrically as a "leaky" capacitor and result in larger 0 and 4^ values.
From the theoretical discussion in Chapter I. the admittance is
given as
Y = G-fjB

(3.2)

where the susceptance is a function of the inductance which has an

admittance of JwL, and the capacitance which has an admittance of joC.
Recall that blank measurements, using only water, of the admittance
response were taken and the results reported in Table 2.1. The values of
susceptance for the blank are less than 1 }.iS at lower frequencies (100 to
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1000 Hz) which is 1000 times smaller than the susceptance value.- (mS)
for the SDS and LDS solutions. In this region, the admittance values for
the micelle solutions can be approximated to be a function only of the
double layer capacitance formed due to the presence of the micelle
monomers and the counter-ions. In this approximation, the difference in
capacitance

may

be

directly

observed

in

Figures

3.9-3.12

where

susceptance is plotted as a function of frequency. At low frequencies and
higher concentrations (0.6 M to 0.55 M), Figures 3.9-3.12 show the
susceptance peak for SDS is only slightly larger than the LDS solution
(>10 mS) from about 100 Hz to about 1000 Hz, indicating a higher
capacitance for SDS.

A likely explanation for the higher capacitance

result in the SDS case would be that a larger fraction of sodium cations
are distributed toward the electrode and any monomers residing on the
electrode resulting in a higher capacitance for SDS. The hydrated lithium
cations exist primarily around the micelles in the bulk. Since there are
not as many lithium cations near the electrode surface the measured
capacitance is lower.
At lower concentrations (0.1 M to 0.05 M). the capacitance value for
LDS increases as shown in Figures 3.11-3.12.

In this region of

concentration the cations are fully hydrated and there is less electrostatic
interactions between the cations and the micelle surface. At the electrode

^^

surface the smaller lithium cations increase the capacitance value since
they are smaller (which would decrease d in Equation 1.3) and/or more of
them reach the surface which would increase the charge density at the
electrode surface.
Note also that at lower concentrations the LDS and SDS peaks
converge at about 10^ Hz whereas at higher concentrations the SDS and
LDS peaks converge at 10* to 10' Hz. This might indicate that at lower
concentrations the distributed capacitance is relatively less diffuse and at
higher concentrations the distributed capacitance is relatively

more

diffuse. However, dispersion is best measured from the B versus G plots
which are not available for the SDS and LDS solutions at lower
concentrations.
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Table 3.1. Values of T and 6 for Concentrated Solutions of SDS and LDS
Estimated From Their Respective B versus G plots.
Cone. (M)

TSD.S

Osrxs

TLIXS

Oi.i.s

0.60
0.55
0.50

0.83
0.79
0.80

15.1°
19.9^'
17.8"

0.84
0.82
0.78

11.016.0
20.1°

4(1

lll\.l.ll'

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY

Admittance

spectroscopy

is a

powerful

technique

m

assess

microscopic characteristics at electrode/electn)l\te interfaco and in bulk
samples.

The dodecyl sulfate micelle is studied using admittance

spectroscopy with either sodium or Hthium as the counter-ion

to

determine the effect of the counter-ion on conductivity, micelle formation
and double layer structure.
The micelle solution and electrodes can be modeled as a .series RLC
circuit where the inductance originates primarily in the cabhng in the
electrode

system,

the

capacitor

is

the

double

layer

at

the

electrode/electrolyte interface and the resistor is the resistance of the bulk
solution. The resulting admittance, measured when an AC electric signal
is applied to the solution, mathematically contains a real component
(conductance) and an imaginary part (susceptance).
The value of conductance at the resonance frequency occurs when
the inductance and capacitance cancel and yields a direct measure of the
bulk properties. For solutions of SDS and LDS it is found that LDS forms
a larger micelle structure than SDS as LDS has a higher ob.'^er\ed
conductance.

The converse is observed at lower micelle concentrations.
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These results are a consequence of the difference in the ehctric field
between the lithium cation and the sodium cation.

It i- believed that

lithium, with a higher electric field, will absorb to the micelle at higher
LDS concentrations resulting in a larger micelle sjjecies and a lower
conductance than with SDS
The critical micelle concentration, (\MC, actually occurs over a
range and is not a single value.

The CMC depends somewhat on the

counter-ion present as the LDS solutions form micelles over a smaller
concentration range. It is not easy to determine at what concentrations
values LDS and SDS micelle formation is finished since the micelle
formation is gradual and the conductance plots slowly approach a
constant slope. Addition of counter-ions as background electrolytes cause
SDS and LDS to have CMC values and it appears that LDS has a higher
CMC t h a n SDS in the presence of background electrolyte.
A plot of B versus G should provide a perfect circle if the system
behaves as an ideal resistor, inductor and capacitor.

Because of

differences in double layer structure between SDS and LDS. dispersion
and a deviation from a circular shape in the B versus G plots is noted. It
is possible to calculate the deviations in phase angle and the Warburg
correction factor for plots that exhibit dispersive behavior.

SDS was

found to have a larger value for phase angle shift and a lower Warburg
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constant than LDS at 0.55M and 0.60 M. This is believed to be a result of
the loosely formed double layer at the electrode surface and w( ak
interactions of the sodium cations with the micelles.
Future experiments to confirm these results and
robust

statistical

reproducibility

would

employ

an

demonstrate

electronic

data

acquisition system for signal averaging and a well controlled temperature
bath.
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